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BLOOD & THUNDER
Letters to the Editor reflect the views of our readers and not necessarily those of the Brunswickan. Letters may by sent to Rm. 35, 

Student Union Building. Deadline: 5 p.m. Tuesdays. Maximum length: 300 words.

don’t lead to consensus, are lack 
of agreement about the precise 
meanings of the words used, and 
lackoflogicity. Even mathema
ticians can become illogical in 
dealing with non-mathematical 
subjects. Only in pure mathemat
ics, the arguments do not lead to 
fist fights or armed attacks to 
prove a point.

Intellectual arguments should 
be the hallmark of university life, 
and, therefore, here is wishing 
that you will continue to argue...

ontinue to Argue ;r: :V; ^

B your editorial on “Truth and 
le Information Age” on January 
D, 1992, you made some inter- 
kting and keen observations. For 
Kample, “How unnecessary and 
isignificant most of us are to the 
whirlwind of events and happen- 
Igf that make up our daily dose 
f “news’." Or, in the context of 
fading editorials and columns, 
e necessity “to find out where 
\e writer’s personal bent or bias 
es." It reminded me of selling 
e subscriptions to Time maga- 
ine in Chicago, many years ago, 
lith the comment “This is agood 
ased magazine. It is very well 
(ritten”. Of course, the reader 
kd to know the nature of the bias, 
j However, I must say that seri
ns and logically consistent argu
ments are worth getting excited 
kout even if they do not affect 
«price of tea in China. Some of 
pu are the future Bushes and 
tulroneys of the world, and an 
tperience in logically consistent 
:gumentation and with a little bit 
F honesty, you might be able to 
■eate a better world.
The reasons most arguments

.

C7n forty three years time, when 
some poor frosh person 

waddles unto the can\pnS/ will 
they care that we were here 

before them?
Perspective is a marvellous 

thing.
We should remember that folks 
will read the old Brunswickans 
first? before they try to read the 

millions of faceless names 
littering the tiny red bricks 

scattered all around the tired 
campus.
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CLUB COSMOPOLITANSTILL AVAILABLE IN LIMITED QUANTITIES

STILL PUMPIN'The IBM PS/i Is a "take-it-home-and-plug-lt-ln” 
computer system with:

- 80286 processor
- 30 Mg hard drive & 3.5“ disk drive
- Colour VGA monitor
- 2400 BPS Modem 8k Mouse
- DOS R 4.01, Microsoft Works V2.0,8k PS/1 

Works Tutorial
- can be upgraded to a 386 SX
- paper, diskettes, and a mouse pad
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PSYCHEDELIC HOUSE EYII
e

WEDNESDAY NIGHTSBOOKSTORE PRICE: $1,299.
e

GUEST D.J. -Sasha
DANCERS 

NO COVER CHARGE

And, you can still be a winner! A PS/1 computer purchaser 
will be eligible to participate in a draw for a refund of the 
purchase price. To be drawn not later than February 7th.

Students may be eligible for financing. Inquire at Computer 
Sales In the Bookstore.
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PuMpin' HOuse & HArdCorE 
TeCHno
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Worship the Bass... this and EveryUNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
453*4664

Hours: 9:00am to 4:3opm 
Vlsa/MasterCard Accepted

SI IM RIiOW L PARTY 
SUNDAY .I AN. 2f>/V2D


